
Exclusive workshop invitation

Zlomy a mosty 
 
 
An encounter with students of the Západočeská 
univerzita v Plzni 
by Sabrina Grünauer, Kathrin Herold  
and Prof. Dr. Johannes Kirschenmann 

Sabrina Grünauer 
Studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich, 
where she worked as a research assistant to Prof. 
Kirschenmann, later leading an art class, now 
teaching at the Gymnsium

 
 
 
 
 
Kathrin Herold 
Studied French and Spanish language, graduating 
with a second state examination; now studying at 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich



Zlomy a mosty | Breaks and Bridges
 
Workshop program and application for the exhibition at the Czech Center in Munich  
for October or November 2023 
 
The title „Zlomy a mosty | Breaks and Bridges“ is both a signpost and a motto for a workshop that 
will result in artistic works by exclusive invited students of the University of Pilsen. 

These works are to be shown in an exhibition in Munich and ultimately form the basis for  
further reflective discussion in the context of the encounter between Czech and German students. 

In a practical, processual form, an exchange is thus maintained that has now already extended  
in various forms over several years. 

The preparatory workshop will focus on questions of material and its transformation in relation to  
coding in a language of art that does not simplify the subject but transfers it to a new perspective. 
 
Particularly exciting seems to be the 
_questioning and exploring cultural-identitarian approaches 
_examining material-related preferences 
_exploring special working techniques beyond flatware 
_working out a common narrative that is fed by multiple perspectives 
_Drawing contemporary strategies of artistic languages 
 

Workshop in Pilsen 06 - 08 October 2022 
Block dates for the emerging works: 
November / December 2022 
Exhibition dates: possibly October / November 2023 
 
 
 
Information 
Sabrina Grünauer +49 176 23105123  
sabrina.gruenauer@gmx.net 

Kathrin Herold +49 176 60849052 
kathrin.herold@gmx.net 

Registration until 30.9. 2022
Martina Šurkalová suromar@kvk.zcu.cz 
 


